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Note: This tutorial should only be used if you have an RTL-SDR and are able to receive 
either a Citizens Band signal or an Airband Signal 

 
1. This tutorial requires an RTL-SDR and will use a GNU Radio flowgraph to demonstrate 

demodulation of live AM signals.   
a. Open GNU Radio Companion by clicking on the GRC icon at the top of the 

screen or through the menu: Applications > Programming > GRC. 
b. Two options are provided for demodulation live AM signals: Citizens Band 

signals and Aircraft Band signals. 
i. For the Citizens Band option, open the file “CB_DSB_AM.grc” located in 

the “5 - DSB_AM” folder of the “3614 Tutorials” folder on the Desktop. 
ii. For the Aircraft Band option, open the file “Aircraft_DSB_AM.grc” located 

in the “5 - DSB_AM” folder of the “3614 Tutorials” folder on the Desktop. 
c. Execute the flowgraph by clicking the green play icon, by pressing F6, or through 

the menu: Run > Execute. 
2. The flowgraph generates three tabs.  

a. The Overview tab provides a spectrum display of a large part of the frequency 
band. You can look in this view to try and find any signals currently being 
transmitted. The display does not cover the entire band though so consider 
moving the frequency slider to inspect other sections of the band. When you find 
a signal set the frequency so that the signal is centered at 0 and then move to 
the Channel View tab. 

b. The Channel View tab presents a detailed view of the AM channel you are tuned 
to within the band. If the signal you are receiving is not centered at 0, make small 
adjustments to the Frequency so that it is as close as possible. If it isn’t already, 
increase the volume to try to hear the transmitted signal.  

c. You can proceed to the Audio tab to view a time domain representation of the 
demodulated audio signal. 

3. If you close the running flowgraph, you can inspect the block diagram to see how the 
signal is demodulated. Baseband samples of the radio signal from the RTL-SDR Source 
block are sent along three different branches. The two branches going to a WX GUI FFT 
Sink and a Rational Resampler are used to display the signal. The branch that proceeds 
to a Low Pass Filter is used to demodulate the audio signal. In fact, the low pass filter is 
the last step in demodulating the AM signal. The other step, downconverting the signal 
from band pass to baseband, was already performed by the RTL-SDR so that the RTL-
SDR Source block could output baseband samples. The remaining blocks of the 
demodulation branch are used to display the audio and to play it at a reasonable 
volume.  


